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Short film scripts tagalog about family

Monologue Blogger produces a growing collection of original film scripts. Here’s 15 original short movie scripts you can use absolutely free for video, film, practice and scene study in acting class. We understand it can sometimes be frustrating to have creative ideas with no way to go about using them. MB provides actors, directors, producers and
creatives a growing resource of free film scripts that you are welcome to use for your own creative needs. COMEDY Less Soap, More Blood (1 woman, 1 man) this short comedic script gives the classic case of an actress/agent relationship. Harold’s Ear (1 woman, 1 man) Uncle Harold has something stuck inside his ear from trying to insulate himself
from the torturous flute playing his niece parades him with. Basket Case (2 women) a funny script involving a mother/daughter who love each other as much as to drive one another to an insane asylum. DRAMA Imaginary, YOU (2 men) two brothers, one is a has been writer and the other stands firmly on the corporate ladder…one of them didn’t go to
their father’s funeral. Encounter (1 woman, 1 man) a period piece drama script about first love wrapped inside a Romeo and Juliet theme. Match Made In Heaven (1 woman, 1 man) this guy is finally vulnerable enough to admit to his girlfriend the truth of how much he loves her. Yellow Dress (1 woman, 1 man) a bomb goes off at an airport and two
strangers bond. Not Quite (2 men) one man makes an offer to another man when he discovers he’s been having an affair with his wife. Dirt Mouth (2 men) a young man wants to buy a gun t perform an evil deed but he is way out of his league. Real Again (2 teen girls) two young women are in love and make arrangements to flee the shackles they are
in from family. True Blood Ties (1 woman, 1 man) Jena visits her father in prison for yet another fantastic visitation. DARK HUMOR/CRIME Cheesecake (1 woman, 1 man) Velvet is a badass hit woman who revisits an ‘old friend’ in order to find out additional information she’s been contracted for. Weight of Laughter (2 men) a surrealistic short script
about a small man with a big laugh and the anxiety he faces that may lead to his suicide. Dead Girl (2 men) two best friends try to come to terms with the fact that they are responsible for a dead woman. Scripts Find original new scripts and short scenes. Monologue Blogger offers a wide range of monologues from plays. We invite you to our
Monologues from Plays Section. Monologues from Plays “LANIE” – short film about a Filipino migrant worker by Mina Cruz, BEBESEA Story FellowPosted on February 22, 2022Mina Cruz, BEBESEA Story Fellow, produced a short film “LANIE” as part of the fellowship program.“Lanie’s story is inspired by news reports that came out about Filipino
migrant workers looking for food in garbage bins and I added stories I used to hear my mother tell our neighbors whenever she came home from Abu Dhabi where she had worked for decades as a family driver and later on as a lady taxi driver.” Mina explains about the production of the film as part of the BEBESEA Story Fellowship; ‘A significant
input from the BEBESEA Story Fellowship is the recommendation to send the script to real-life migrant workers that we did so before shooting the video. Among the feedbacks we got, the one that struck me the most was from my teacher in high school who is now in Montana. She suggested that it would be good to include the mental health aspect.
And so Joy and I discussed during our online character and script analysis what subtexts do Lanie have during silent moments and pauses, particularly in the ending where she didn’t reply to her friend but in her mind she is saying “a mother gotta do what a mother gotta do.”’LANIE was also produced as a part of The DistantPlay Project, which is a
pandemic initiative that aims to provide a platform for actors to perform in the safety of their homes, and more importantly, to depict the plight of Filipinos during the Covid-19 lockdowns.Carmina (Mina) Cruz is an actor and filmmaker from Bulacan, Philippines. She started her career in the Philippine independent film industry in 2010. Mina aims to
produce more women-centered films and support young filmmakers.LANIE SynopsisLANIE (35/F) packs her luggage for an early flight to Manila. She remains thankful despite losing work due to the Covid-19 pandemic but news of other Filipino migrant workers’ condition leaves her worried, along with the uncertainty of what waits for her back
home.Cast & CrewJoy Ras as LANIEWriter/Director/Producer: Mina CruzCinematographer/Live Sound Recordist: Allan BalberonaPost Production/Music: The DistantPlay ProjectAbout The DistantPlay ProjectThe DistantPlay Project started in 2020 during the first lockdown in the Philippines due to Covid-19. It’s a collaborative effort among actors to
be able to continue practicing at home. The collection is composed of videos treated like one-act plays and recorded via mobile phones. The choice of characters and development of the scripts for The DistantPlay Project is heavily influenced by the need to counter social media trolls’ claim that the spread of the virus was due to the poor Filipino’s noncompliance to the Philippine government’s militarized pandemic response. It is a humble support to the call for medical solution, food and financial aid for Filipinos. The collection of videos include:RAINIER – A medical front liner on quarantine is being asked by his own mother to quit his job.MARLA – A short phone conversation gives strength and
comfort to a stay-in housemaid who fears she might lose her job due to the pandemic.ANJ – A vlogger and theatre arts student shares inspirations and tips during the pandemic while she has her own personal battle to confront. CHRIS – A hardworking employee adjusts and copes with the inconveniences of work-from-home set up.IRENE – A dayearner masseuse goes out despite checkpoints and Covid-19 quarantine restrictions to bring home food for her and her house companion.LANIE – A mother prepares for an untimely flight back to her home country after losing her job due to the pandemic. short drama script about friendship short drama script about friendship short drama script
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